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Gulf of Salonica as well as the wharf where
old warehouses now house a photography
and a cinema museum. This is where,
every November, the Thessaloniki Film
Festival floods the city with international
stars. You could sit for days watching swifts
and seagulls dance across the sky, fisher-
men waiting for a catch, ships drifting
across the horizon and courting couples
strolling up and down the promenade. 

Sunset is the best time to walk, jog or
cycle along Thessaloniki’s 5km boardwalk.
On a clear day you can see as far as Mount
Olympus — a view that’s even more spec-
tacular from the ramparts of the Eptapyrgio
(the Seven-towered Castle), the city’s
Byzantine and Ottoman fortress. Huddled
below the castle is Ano Poli, the Upper
Town, where cobbled lanes and half-tim-
bered houses are painted in faded shades
of mustard and duck egg. Unscathed by
the Great Fire of 1917, Ano Poli feels like a
hilly neighbourhood of Istanbul as you
wander around, right down to the place
names: the Pasha’s Gardens, the Alaca
Imaret mosque. After dark, the mournful
melodies of rembetika, the Greek blues, fill
the squares where students sing along in
tavernas that look like film sets. 

Thessaloniki has a surprisingly contem-
porary edge for a city of streets layered
with so much history, reverberating with
echoes of the Bosphorus, the Balkans and
Byzantium. The creative quarter revolves
around Valaoritou street, the graffitied
heart of the hipster scene. Ypsilon (Edessis
5; mains from about £7) is a 150-year-old
paper factory transformed into a café, co-
working and events space. Here, by day
freelancers graze on sourdough toast with
burrata and grilled grapes; a long-haired,
sneaker-clad crowd nurses cocktails in the
alleyway outside deep into the night. 

A couple of blocks away, Beetroot (beet
root.gr), an internationally fêted design
agency, is about to launch a concept
store selling its mythologically inspired
merchandise and boldly packaged Yiayia
provisions. Across the street, Beetroot’s

wit and finesse: creamed spinach appears
with gnocchi and amaranth popcorn, a
Hoffman schnitzel is disguised as a cro-
quette, mussel pilaf is laced with fennel,
lemongrass and sea anemones. Thessalo-
niki’s historically diverse population is also
well represented: Sephardic huevos hami-
nados, Pontian dumplings and hunkar
begendi, a deeply satisfying marriage of
braised beef cheeks and aubergine cream.

As I made my way to the Tiger Loop Bar
for a digestif, a gaggle of influencers were
posing on the hotel’s curvaceous marble
staircase. The hand-painted mural behind
them took six months to complete. Since
the original building wasn’t designed as a
hotel, form sometimes trumps function.
The tiny reception is more of a landing
than a lobby (but there’s a cosy lounge
on the mezzanine). 

A handful of guestrooms have high ceil-
ings and period details; bedrooms on the
four new upper floors forgo heritage style
for smart, contemporary comfort. Balco-
nies are small but look out far across the

Thessaloniki: the 
ancient city that’s 
becoming a new 
foodie destination
Rachel Howard finds a taste of Greece in its meze
bars, stylish hotels and traditional food markets 

‘S
panish anchovies, Russian
salad, quail à la Ali
Pasha, breaded brains, cod
in Hollandaise sauce, cour-
gette moussaka, artichoke
mousseline, meatballs egyp-
tiennes . . .” Stelios Mylonas

is reeling off the dishes of the day at Olym-
pos Naoussa on a typical Friday in 1971. For
17 years Mylonas worked as a waiter
at this landmark restaurant on Thessa-
loniki’s waterfront. 

In the gastronomic desert of the
1970s, only a restaurant in Thes-
saloniki could have such a
cosmopolitan menu. The culi-
nary history of the city is a tale
of many cultures entwined: of
Orthodox Greeks, Ottoman
Turks, Sephardic Jews, Balkan
migrants, Egyptian merchants,
refugees from Asia Minor. No
other city in Greece has such a mul-
ticultural identity, or such an exciting
food scene — even if this beguiling trad-
ing post has also suffered plenty of inva-
sions, pogroms and natural disasters. 

When Olympos Naoussa opened in
1927, Thessaloniki had only just rebuilt
itself after a fire destroyed much of the city
a decade earlier. The French urban
planner Ernest Hébrard was enlisted to
redesign “Salonica” as a modern European
metropolis, with grand boulevards,
covered arcades and public squares
surrounding the Byzantine monuments.

Olympos Naoussa was an emblem of the
city’s renaissance — a classic restaurant
where the monogrammed china came
from Bavaria, the chefs kept a sack of oys-
ters in the sea to keep them fresh, and wait-
ers in white jackets and bow ties knew
every customer by name. “I used to come
for Sunday lunch with my father,” recalls
Lena Koulouri-Tornivouka, a big player in
the local hospitality scene. “It wasn’t the
fanciest or most expensive restaurant in
town, but it was the restaurant that people
would come back to again and again.” 

Koulouri-Tornivouka and her husband,
Dinos, own and operate Eagles Palace, a
five-star resort on the Halkidiki peninsula,
and two boutique hotels in downtown
Thessaloniki. When the abandoned
Olympos Naoussa building went up for

auction, the family jumped at the
opportunity to reopen the restaurant and
add a 60-key hotel, ON Residence. The £17
million makeover took three years. From
the decorative cornices to the patterned
floor tiles, the restoration process always
followed the same line of inquiry: how
much of the original structure could be
saved, repaired and replaced? 

“Restoring the building was a way of pre-
serving people’s memories,” Koulouri-

Tornivouka tells me over an iced cof-
fee in the back garden, where a vast
marble waterfall has replaced what
was once an open-air cinema
screen. “We even managed to get
the same phone number for
Olympos Naoussa, so patrons
who had memorised it will have
no trouble reserving a table.”

The crowd at the revamped
restaurant (mains from about £13;

olymposnaoussa.gr) is a mix of smart-
casual hotel guests and nostalgic locals

admiring the brasserie-inspired interior
from the banquettes. Staff, in white jackets
or round-collared blouses and black skirts,
straighten the starched tablecloths and
refill wine glasses with courteous intent. 

Executive chef Dimitris Tasioulas has
reimagined the most popular dishes with
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Olympos Naoussa

and raki bar, or the delicate seafood and al-
most painterly salads at Maitr & Margarita
(mains from about £10; Fragkon 3), expertly
paired with superb Greek wines by the
sommelier, Roi Apoikou. It’s a daring yet
unpretentious type of cooking that reflects
the surroundings: dive bars cheek by jowl
with Byzantine churches, café tables
perched nonchalantly on the perimeter of
a Roman forum or 15th-century hammam.

For a city of more than one million resi-
dents, Thessaloniki has an easy-going
tempo. It’s compact enough to be walkable
— and vibrant enough to feel like a
metropolis on the cusp of something new,
even when that something is at least a
century old. 

Rachel Howard was a 

guest of ON Residence, 

which has B&B doubles 

from £125 (onresidence.gr). 

Smaragda Makri’s food 

tours are bookable 

through Eat and Walk 

(eatandwalk.gr). Fly

to Thessaloniki 

Need to 

know

first restaurant, Poster, is due to open in
November, with a Greco-Levantine menu
dreamt up by chef Vasilis Chamam, who
spent years honing his skills in London. 

Beetroot’s old-meets-new HQ, in a belle
époque mansion spanning an entire block,
was designed by Sparch, a local architec-
ture practice. It is also busy remodelling
another century-old landmark, the Modi-
ano. This covered food market was tradi-
tionally the place to taste Salonica’s tanta-
lising meze. A colourful souk of stalls and
delis provided the ingredients for old-fash-
ioned ouzeri where roving musicians
belted out tunes. The new design will
create a loft-like space for dining under the
skylit eaves of the glass and steel roof. 

“Our social life is about sharing and
tasting, gathering and lingering. Food is
the focal point,” says Smaragda Makri, a
charming, chatty epicurean who runs Eat
and Walk tours of Thessaloniki. There’s
plenty of talking too, as we wander around
the lively Kapani Market. Here stalls
are arrayed with cured fish, bundles of
oregano and pickled everything. Specialist
shops sell beeswax candles, Greek coffee
pots and vintage buttons. There is a
kaleidoscope of olives, and stuffed vine
leaves as slender as cigarillos are on
display at To Pantopoleio tis Thessalonikis.

At Papageorgiou, purveyor of fine pro-
duce since 1926, preserved bergamot,
quince and sour cherries drenched in

syrup are ladled from blue enamel sauce-
pans. At Bombidia locals tuck into soutzou-
kakia, meatball kebabs with smoked chilli
served on greaseproof paper. The recipe
was brought to Thessaloniki by refugees
from Asia Minor in the early 20th century,
just like the city’s other favourite snack,
bougatsa. Head to Bandis, where six varia-
tions on the featherlight filo are wrapped
around seasonal fillings and you can also
buy cheese, meat and custard pies. 

At its best, Thessaloniki’s flourishing
food scene is a blend of the traditional and
iconoclastic: take the bite-sized flavour
bombs at Deka Trapezia (dekatrapezia.gr;
sharing plates from about £5), chef Mano-
lis Papoutsakis’s chic and cheerful meze

The restaurant at ON Residence

more
design-led
hotels in

  Thessaloniki

The Modernist

Just off Aristotelous Square,
the city’s central plaza, the 
Modernist is not strictly modern 
at all. Boxy rooms (categorised 
S, M, L and XL) possess sharp, 
monochrome interiors, but 
period features abound in this 
1920s heritage building, from
the patterned floor tiles to the 
winding marble staircase. 
Amenities are compact but 
cleverly thought out: a tiny roof 
terrace for breakfast, a quiet 
workspace with an espresso 
station and a design shop
where you can pick up branded 
items, books and magazines.
The switched-on staff are 

plugged into all the 
goings-on about 
town. An ideal
bolt hole for long 
weekenders. 
Details B&B

doubles from £89 

(themodernist 

hotels.com)

Makedonia Palace 

Just beyond the 
White Tower, the 
symbol of the city, the 
Makedonia Palace is 
almost as much of a 
waterfront landmark. 
Open since 1971 and 
completely refreshed 
in 2017, this eight-storey hotel 
has hosted everyone from heads 
of state to movie stars including 
John Malkovich and Catherine 
Deneuve attending the 
Thessaloniki Film Festival. 
Although the atmosphere has a 
faintly corporate edge, it’s one of 
the few hotels in the city with a 
full range of leisure facilities. 

The seaside swimming pool is
a summer oasis and there’s a 
hammam for soothing soaks in 
cooler weather.
Details B&B doubles from £172 

(makedoniapalace.com)

Excelsior 
As the glorious neoclassical 
façade suggests, this city-centre 

hotel was
built in 1924. It
was revived by
the Tornivouka
family in
2009. The
building’s
fine bone
structure is
intact but
the 36 rooms
are more
contemporary
than retro,
with plum
and gold
accents
and simple

but functional furnishing. 
Breakfast is served in the
hidden roof garden. Clochard 
restaurant, a staple of the
city’s fine-dining scene since 
1978, recently relocated to
the Excelsior’s ground floor.
The charcoal oven-cooked 
steaks are especially good. 
Details B&B doubles from

£112 (excelsiorhotel.gr) 
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